xpi{x) = Q(Pi(x)) (i = 0 , 1 , 2 ,3 ).
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Let us note the following simple relations:
(4)
P i_1{x)\Pi (x), a>(P0(sc)) = co(Pi(x)) (i = 1 , 2 ,3 ) . (5) P i-i(x ) ^Pi(oc), V i_ !(x )^V i(x ), V i-iiocX Wi(x) {i = 1 , 2 , 3 ) .
(6) In the first section some arithmetical connections between the func tions with indices 2 and 3 are proved. The second section contains the asymptotical formulae for V1, V2, V3. In the third, some asymptotical relations between у>ц щ , ip3 are found; for example, ipi(%) ~ у2(х) is proved. I t seems difficult to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of ipi (x) . Some upper bounds are given in the Section 3. As to the estimation from below, the Bang-Zsigmondy theorem ( [1] and [14] ) implies that for x^-23, ip0( x )^x (for x > 26, ipo(x) > x), and from a theorem of Schinzel [13] we get щ(х) > 9x/S for x > 35. This is the best estimation from below that I know. Another unsolved problem is whether
Wo(°°)
Wi(x ) and ^ Pi(#).
These formulae agree very closely with the results of numerical computations, namely, it is known that among all primes p < 1000000 the only numbers which have the exponent A appearing in (6) and (7) greater than 1 are 1093 and 3511, for which A = 2 (Hausner and Sachs [6] ). In Section 3, I also prove a general theorem on sums extended over prime numbers (Theorem 12) which is not contained in known results of that type (Landau [9] , pp. 201-203, Kalecki [7] ). In Section 4, I prove some theorems about the greatest prime factor of Pi{x). In Section 5, I give a simple proof of the theorem that there is an infinity of Mersenne num bers Mn which have two prime primitive factors or one such p but satis fying p 2\Mn (p is a primitive factor of Mn if A(p) -n).
All results of the paper concerning Mersenne numbers may be extended without any essential change to the case of numbers an-bn, where a > b > 0, (a , b 
This paper is a doctoral thesis written under the direction of Professor Antoni Wakulicz. I would like to express my gratitude to him for the benignant patronage. I am also indebted to Professor Stanisław Hartman and to Professor Andrzej Schinzel for their valuable remarks and suggestions. § 1. First we consider relations between functions with indices 2 and 3. Theorem 1. P 3(x) = f J P 2{%ln) and P 2(
n^x n^x Theorems 2 and 3 follow at once from Theorem 1 and (2) and the lemma is proved.
7} =
lo g{xfA )l log P J P ro o f of T heorem 1. If is the highest power of p which divides (8 ) then, by Lemma 2,
since A < xjn and n < xjA are equivalent. Let^ be a non-negative integer.
The number of terms of that sum which are > X+n is I f !, since if section the following theorems will be proved: 31og2
• On the other hand, every prime factor p of f n is a primitive divisor of 2n-1 (i.e., A{p) = n), except for the case (n , f n) > 1. If (n , f n) > 1, then the greatest prime factor q of n is a divisor of fn, but each other prime factor of f n is a primitive divisor of 2n-1 (Bang [1] , Zsigmondy [14] ). From this we get
Thus,
and (p(n)~ d{n))\og2 < log/n < {cp(n)-ir d{n))log2. Thus lo g fn = <p(n)log2 + 0{d(n)), and by (9) (10)
Ух{х) = ^ ((p(n)log2 + 0(d{n)))+o[^logny n?ąx n^ąx
We make use of the following known results:
(Hardy and Wright [5] , pp. 268, 264 and 348). (10) combined with these formulae implies
which completes the proof.
--w0(x)logx 31og2 First of all, each summand corresponding to A > Vx is equal to zero. Viz., if A > l/xf then xJA < Vx < p, log(xjA) < logp and the corresponding term of is equal to zero. Thus
We have
In virtue of Lemma 3,
hence by Theorem 7 and (5), we get
In view of (11) and (12) we have = 0(x) and the Theorem is proved.
P ro o f of T heorem 9. It is clear that
V3(x) log 2 logP3(a7) = -------ж2 + 0(ж). §3.1. The following theorems will he proved:
T h eo rem 11. y 3{x) log ж 2 y^1(xln)PO {xloglogx).
As we have seen, у>г(х) > 9ж/8 for x > 3 5 ; thus from Theorem 10 it follows, in particular, that ipz{x) ~y>x(x). Similarly
nd from Theorem 11 we get ip3{x) ~ £ щ{х/п). To prove Theorem 10 we need two further lemmas.
pĘp logp log ж log2x
log n x (y 2 »i» logp (loglogw)2 , in particular 1 ж2 <C < ?3 log2 ж'
Lemma 4 is a special case (F(x) = log ж) of the following T h eo rem 12. I f a function F (x) defined for ж > 2 satisfies the con ditions :
In particular, for positive constants a, / 3 we have 
On the other hand, if 0 < < 5 < 1,
, and so (14)^
7Z(X)
, .
( x )^ " Л -дГ+£(*> )■ (15)

F (x l~°)
Because of (b), for any у > x0
S(y) = S(x0) + (S(y) -8 (x0)) < 8(х0) + (л(у) -л(х0)] = с4 + л(у),
Thus, for sufficiently large x, (14) implies
nix)
.
F (x Now (13) and (15) imply
• For any e > 0 we can choose < 5 and xx so that for x > xx
Applying (c) and the prime number theorem we get for x > x2
Thus for x > max (xx, x 2) from (16) it follows that
S (x )F ix ) К -
+ 8 nix)
and the theorem is proved. Lemma 4 is a particular case of Theorem 12. Eeplacing n and \ogn by P 3{x) and Vz{x) respectively, we get, in view of Theorem 9: . i :
where & is defined by x[ek+1 < 1 < ж/е*, i.e., Z c = [log#]. The conditions xje% +l < w < ж/ег and ег < ж/w < ег+1 are equivalent and imply the ine qualities г < log (ж/w) < г-f 1. Using these facts and the well-known formula Using now (17) we obtain S3 = log& + 0 ( l) = loglogic+0 (l) . This completes the proof of Theorem 11.
(18) (19) § 3.2. Now we prove some results analogous to that of Lemma 3, viz.
By Theorem 10, it is enough to prove (18) for i = 1. If 0 < <5 < 1,
Now we observe that if x > 2, then ip A00) < Vx{x) < ж2; consequently, ipi(xl~s) < х2^~8\ Therefore we obtain (using Theorem 7):
where e > 0 is arbitrarily small when < 5 is sufficiently small and x > x0(d).
Thus we have (18). To prove (19) we observe that
because logp > logA > |logoo. Hence 
Hence / ? < ---------x. How, using Lemma 5, we get logp
Next, from (21) and Theorem 9, we obtain 2 F 3(#) x 2 ' x 2 У»з(я) < .. + сб у у у Т < (l + e)log2 log# 1 u log2# " log# '
where e > 0 is arbitrarily small when # is sufficiently large. § 3.3. We conclude this section with some remarks about the follow ing functions P , V, y>:
(p and q run over primes). Of course,
. We prove here that 
The sum on the left is extended over all succesive primes up to (1 -e) V0(x), and the sum on the right is extended over some primes only, p x being the largest of them. Since the right-hand sum is greater than the left, p x > (1 -e)VQ{x) and the theorem follows.
P ro o f of T h eorem 14. We have Using Theorem 7 and putting £ = (1 -e)31og2a?2/Tr2 we obtain
Hence, for sufficiently large x, the sum is positive, i.e. qi > £, and the theorem is proved.
Theorem 15. Let q(n) be the largest prime factor of then fn = f j (2*-iy*(n/d).
d\n
I f n runs over positive integers such that f n is a square-free numbery
R em ark . Since <p(n) > c7w/loglogw (Prachar [11], p. 24), we have
and from Theorem 15 we get n* n._ 2 (n) (loglogn)2 ^ л
Ш П -----------------------------^
In particular, if n is a prime, n -p, j (2 Jr e)xlogx 1 <p(n) log (x/n) J P roo f. We write n(x, n ,l) for the number of primes less than x and congruent to l (modw). We make use of the following result
and the lemma is proved. P ro o f of T heorem 15. It is known that each prime factor of f n is of the form nkĄ-1 except for the case (n , f n) > 1, when the greatest prime factor of n divides f n. Hence, if
and f n is a square-free number, then the greatest prime factor q(n) of f n must be greater than x. Now we prove that the inequality (24) holds for
where 0 < e < 1 and n is sufficiently large. First, by (25), <p(n) = c10ic1/2 and since cp(n) > c7w/loglogw > c^njloglogx we get n = 0 (x 112loglogic). Thus n -0 (x d), and in virtue of Lemma 7
We observe that (25) implies logic/log(ic/w) ~ 2 ; therefore
By (26) we obtain n B < f n, i.e. (24) holds. Thus for any s > 0 and sufficiently large n, q(n) > Ц1 -e)log2-(p2(n), and the theorem is proved.
B em ark. I do not know whether the set of square-free numbers f n is infinite. § 5. The Bang-Zsigmondy theorem ( [1] and [14] ) implies that for each n > 1 and Ф 6 there is a prime p such that A (p) -n (p is then a primitive factor of 2n -1). We may ask whether there exist Mersenne numbers having more primitive factors than one. A positive answer to that question follows at once from a theorem of Schinzel [13] who proved, in particular, that if n = 8&+4, 7c > 3, then the number 2n-1 has at least two prime primitive factors. We prove here a weaker result whose simple proof is of some interest. P ro o f. Let gn be the product of all primitive prime factors of 2n-1 (where multiple factors are counted according to their multiplicities, i.e., if A(p) = n, p x\\2n-l , then p x\\gn). As we know, gn = f n or gn = / n/r, where r is the greatest prime factor of n (thus, r < n). Hence gn > fn ln > -2«i3»/i°eio« > n > fo r " > n and the series ^1 Jgn converges. We now suppose that for n > % , 2n-1 has only one prime primitive factor, i.e., we suppose that for n > щ all the numbers gn are prime. However, each odd prime is a primitive factor of a Mersenne number, hence among the g^ s all primes greater than some n2, say, must occur, and the series ^1 fgn diverges, a contra diction. Therefore infinitely many of the g f s must be composite numbers.
